






Are You Ready?

What do you say we reinvent
your life and brand at the
same time?

Coaching Works! It works if you WORK it! As your coach I will be your #1
vision cheerleader and supporter! As your coach I will have the tough job of
having to hold you accountable at times, but it’s absolutely worth it!  Did
you know that people that hire a professional coach are over 80% more
likely to achieve their goals? Yes! Because we are left to our own devices
and will, we simply don’t believe that our vision is truly the one, sometimes
we can’t choose between multiple great visions, and sometimes we simply
just don’t know what’s missing.  My ePro 90 Day Challenge is designed to
get you there.  7 simple interactive steps, leads to 12 weeks of
breakthroughs and growth spurts, it’s your winning season and I’m here to
make sure you win!

- La c  ho , The  i  C c



My Plan is my Process….

1. ReImagine - This step we will work to create a simple vision that is
based on your life experiences, talents and gifts. We create a
business concept that is clear and easy for you to follow.

2. ReInvent - A writing exercise that will help you to turn a one to two
page document into a business plan strategy.  This step will give you
a basic road map to follow to launch and grow your vision.

3. RePosition - Here I will challenge you to easy but effective outreach
and research exercises, that will allow you to learn more about the
path that you are going to pursue, what makes it work, and what you
need to create it for yourself.

4. ReDefine - Definition is key, we will work to define the profit centers
and marketing strategy needed to grow your business.

5. RePackage - Here we will work with a graphic design team to create
or enhance your brand to speak to your new vision.

6. ReLaunch - A launch event on and offline will be utilized to create a
buzz and draw customers to your NEW brand and vision!

7. BeReLentless - Weekly accountability calls that will bring your team
together to DRIVE sales and learn to work closer together to win!



ePro 90 Day Challenge (Conference Call or Zoom)
$2,999.99 for Preliminary sessions to get vision prepared (Step 1 and 2).
Includes a 1 year membership to 2Excel’s eNetwork ($299 Value) (Save on
training, marketing and business services, additional coaching, events and
workshops).

NO HIDDEN FEES, NO UPSELLING, EVER!

Build your budget here:

Upfront Monthly (3) Total Balance Client
Revenue
Share

$500 $199 $1097 $1,902 50/50 until
balance paid



Pay as you go coaching!

Schedule time to meet with The Real Biz Coach,
maximum 3 people and one topic.
member non-member

$175 hourly $250 hourly

Go to www.facebook.com/realbizcoach to get started!


